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PIMCO Defined Contribution
Consulting Study
The Study covers:

2022 Key Findings:

• Retirement Income

In its 16th year, the PIMCO US Defined Contribution
Consulting Study seeks to help consultants, advisors and plan
sponsors understand the breadth of views and consulting
services available within the defined contribution (DC)
marketplace.

• Client and Consultant
Priorities
• TDFs and QDIA Solutions
• Plan Design and
Investments, including
ESG and Alternatives
• Custom and White Label
Solutions
• Consultant Services and
Service Growth

Our 2022 study captures data, trends and opinions from 36
consulting and advisory firms who serve over 37,000 clients
with aggregate DC assets in excess of $6.9 trillion.
All responses were collected from January 4, 2022 through
March 7, 2022.
Published results were based on responses from firms with
more than $10 billion in DC assets under management.

• Managed Accounts and
AMAs
• Participant Services

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The study results contain the opinions of the respondents and not necessarily those of PIMCO. The data contained within
the report is not related to any PIMCO product or strategy and should not be relied upon for any investment decision.
For Institutional Investor Use Only – Not for Public Distribution
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Consultants seek to deliver more custom solutions
and personalized guidance
•
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Target date funds’ dominance continues;
Institutional Consultants see increase in blend
recommendations in most plan size categories

80% of Aggregators and 65% of Institutional Consultants
recommend a personalized experience to encourage
retirees to stay in plan.

• TDFs remain as the near-unanimous recommended
default.

•

Institutional Consultants’ top priority is to expand custom
investment solutions capability; Custom target date fund
(TDF) format is first recommendation for larger plans.

• Both Institutional Consultants (60%) and Aggregators
(60%) state their top clients’ priorities include reviewing
TDFs.

•

Most important advisor managed account (AMA)
features include “personalized investment experience for
the participant” and “participant data integration
technology”.

• When selecting a TDF, the glidepath and fees remain
the top leading factors.

Wide recognition current plan options do not meet
retirees' needs but disagreement on right solutions
•

Retaining retiree assets: Most sponsors advised by
consultants (76%) prefer to retain retiree assets in the
plan. Over the last eight years, Institutional Consultants
have reported a significant decline in sponsors being
indifferent or averse to retaining assets – down to only
25% today versus 55% in 2015.

• When replacing a TDF, all consultants focus on reducing
fees and relative performance versus peer group.
Institutional Consultants specifically cite a change in plan
demographic and concern over glide path allocation as
increasing reasons for changing TDF providers.
• For Institutional Consultants, recommendations for Blend
TDFs increased in almost all plan size categories;

Recommended Actions to Retain Retiree
Assets in the Plan
Allow
Allowdistribution
distributionflexibility
flexibility

• 90% of Aggregators and 80% of Institutional Consultants
believe DC plans should offer investments and services
that support retiree spending needs (i.e., Retirement
Tier).

100%
70%

Add
Addretirement
retirementeducation/tool
education/tool

96%
100%

• 80% of consultants don’t believe the current plan options
suffice as options for retirees.

Communicate
Communicatevalue
valueofofstaying
stayingin
in plan
plan

88%
60%

• Clear divergence between top recommended retirement
income solution: Institutional Consultants prefer TDF
with regular level payout; Aggregators prefer managed
accounts as a retirement income solution.

Addretiree-focused
retiree-focusedinvestment
investment
Add
options
options

73%
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Client Priorities: TDFs, Retirement Income and ESG
remain top
•

•

Reviewing TDFs are top priority, followed by reviewing
retirement income solutions. Evaluating ESG options
emerges to top three level.
According to Institutional Consultants, retirement income
product evaluation services (45%) grew the most over
the last year, topping recordkeeper searches and
fee/cost studies. Reviewing retirement income services
has become mainstream.

65%
80%

Offer personalized
Offer personalized
advice/investmentexperience
experience
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Offerin-plan
in-planinsurance/annuity
insurance/annuity
Offer
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35%
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out-of-plan
Offer Offer
out-of-plan
insurance/annuity
choice
insurance/annuity choice
Other
Other

35%
30%
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Institutional Consultant (n=25)

Aggregator (n=10)

Q53. Which actions do you recommend plan sponsors take to
encourage retirees to retain their assets in the plan? Select all that
apply.
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Interest in non-traditional DC investments
increasing
• A majority of consultants (83%) consider ESG when
selecting investment options. (Q45); 40% of
Institutional Consultants state evaluating and/or
adding ESG options is among their clients’ top
priorities.
• Institutional Consultants almost evenly split: 43%
recommend it be an evaluation factor for all funds
while 39% prefer to offer funds explicitly branded
ESG.
• All consultants recommend ESG Fixed Income, in
addition to nearly all recommend ESG Balanced and
ESG Equity.
• One third of consultants believe private investments
benefit all clients' multi-asset portfolios; direct real
estate, private equity and private credit receive
highest consideration.

Priorities and growth drivers for Institutional
Consultants and Aggregators differ, yet both
are focused on the end game
•

•

•

•

•

Aggregators’ leading-edge clients’ top priority is
providing greater personalization for participants
(features and programs); Institutional Consultants’
leading-edge clients prioritize evaluating retirement
income.
Key priorities for consultants focus on enhancing
OCIO capabilities and expanding custom investment
solutions capabilities; Aggregators are focusing on
acquisition or mergers with other firms.
Institutional Consultants stated retirement income
product evaluation services grew the most over the
last year, Aggregators cited financial wellness
services.
Almost all Aggregators (90%) provide participantrelated services; 67% of Institutional Consultants
don’t provide these services, however, Institutional
Consultants increased services in helping
participants with retirement income options in the
plan.
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Core menu: Substantial increases in fixed income
recommendations, including income-focused multisector, and most inflation-protection strategies
•

Non-U.S. Bonds, U.S. Bonds and Emerging Market
Equity top three asset classes where active
management is most important.

•

Core menu: Substantial increases in fixed income
recommendations, including income-focused multisector, investment grade credit and high yield;
Substantial increases in recommendations in most
inflation-protection strategies.

•

Over 80% of consultants recommend CITs when
they save 1-3 bps versus mutual funds in the core
line-up or default.

White label assets represent 17% of institutional
clients’ advised assets
•

Almost $1T in white label assets managed by
institutional consultants – this is 17% of all DC
advised by this segment.

•

Over half of Institutional Consulting firms have
clients with white label options.

•

Predominant form of white label is multi-manager
(80%) as opposed to single manager.

•

For custom allocation services, Institutional
Consultants focus on white label and Aggregators
focus on managed accounts.

Consultants state cyber risk is fairly well
addressed by providers
•

Over 75% of consulting firms now track
cybersecurity breaches.

•

Types of analysis varies by consulting firm, with
“Summaries of analyses” or “analysis reports
provided by the Vendor” the most common sources
of information.

•

Three-quarters of consulting firms say cyber risk is
fairly well addressed by providers.

4 out of 5 Aggregators participate in AMA (80%)
compared to only 4% of Institutional Consultants.

For more information, or access to the full results, reach out to your PIMCO contact or email
pimcodcpractice@pimco.com

pimco.com/dc-survey

A Word about Risk: All investments contain risk and may lose value.
PIMCO does not provide legal or tax advice. Please consult your tax and/or legal counsel for specific tax or legal questions
and concerns. The discussion herein is general in nature and is provided for informational purposes only. There is no
guarantee as to its accuracy or completeness. Any tax statements contained herein are not intended or written to be used,
and cannot be relied upon or used for the purpose of avoiding penalties imposed by the Internal Revenue or state and
local tax authorities. Individuals should consult their own legal and tax counsel as to matters discussed herein and before
entering into any estate planning, trust, investment, retirement, or insurance arrangement.
PIMCO as a general matter provides services to qualified institutions, financial intermediaries and institutional investors.
Individual investors should contact their own financial professional to determine the most appropriate investment options
for their financial situation. This material contains the current opinions of the manager and such opinions are subject to
change without notice. This material has been distributed for informational purposes only and should not be considered as
investment advice or a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment product. Information contained
herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed. No part of this material may be
reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission. PIMCO is a trademark
of Allianz Asset Management of America L.P. in the United States and throughout the world. ©2022, PIMCO
Pacific Investment Management Company LLC, 650 Newport Center Drive, Newport Beach, CA 92660 | 800.387.4626
CMR2022-0506-2189559
These materials are being provided on the express basis that they and any related communications (whether written or
oral) will not cause Pacific Investment Management Company LLC (or any affiliate) (collectively, “PIMCO”) to become an
investment advice fiduciary under ERISA or the Internal Revenue Code, as the recipients are fully aware that PIMCO (i) is
not undertaking to provide impartial investment advice, make a recommendation regarding the acquisition, holding or
disposal of an investment, act as an impartial adviser, or give advice in a fiduciary capacity, and (ii) has a financial interest
in the offering and sale of one or more products and services, which may depend on a number of factors relating to PIMCO
(and its affiliates’) internal business objectives, and which has been disclosed to the recipient. These materials are also
being provided on PIMCO’s understanding that the recipients they are directed to are all financially sophisticated, capable
of evaluating investment risks independently, both in general and with regard to particular transactions and investment
strategies. If this is not the case, we ask that you inform us immediately. You should consult your own separate advisors
before making any investment decisions.
These materials are also being provided on the express basis that they and any related communications will not cause
PIMCO (or any affiliate) to become an investment advice fiduciary under ERISA or the Internal Revenue Code with respect
to any recipient or any employee benefit plan or IRA because: (i) the recipients are all independent of PIMCO and its
affiliates, and (ii) upon review of all relevant facts and circumstances, the recipients have concluded that they have no
financial interest, ownership interest, or other relationship, agreement or understanding with PIMCO or any affiliate that
would limit any fiduciary responsibility that any recipient may have with respect to any Plan on behalf of which this
information may be utilized. If this is not the case, or if there is any relationship with any recipient of which you are aware
that would call into question the recipient’s ability to independently fulfill its responsibilities to any such Plan, we ask that
you let us know immediately.
The information provided herein is intended to be used solely by the recipient in considering the products or services
described herein and may not be used for any other reason, personal or otherwise.
For Institutional Investor Use Only – Not for Public Distribution

